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1 Introduction
1.1

The phenomenon

Lacid (‘Lashi’ in Jingpho/Burmese, Lèqı́’ in Chinese) is a Burmish language spoken in Kachin State
and Shan State of Burma (Myanmar) and Yunnan Province of China.
In Lacid spoken in Kachin State, some verbs show the alternation in vowel quality. The most striking
illustration of the alternation is served by (Realis-) Negative/Positive pairs of verbs, which suggests that
the alternation is grammatically conditioned:
(1)

Pă-ñitF ‘(He) does not stay.’ / ñe(:)tF(-taL) ‘(He) stays.’
Pă-tsoL ‘(He) did not eat.’ / tsO(:)L(-taL) ‘(He) ate.’

As (:) in the above examples show, vowel lengthening is observed in the (Realis-)Positive verbs in data
via elicitation. Vowel lengthening is also observed in the cases where the alternation in vowel quality
seems absent.
(2)

Pă-kotF ‘(He) did not do.’ / ko(:)tF(-taL) ‘(He) did.’
¯
¯
Pă-mya
NF ‘(He) did not see.’ / mya(:)NF(-taL) ‘(He) saw.’

So we might have to treat the alternation in vowel quality as a sub-case of vowel lengthening.
I am still uncertain whether ‘lengthened rhymes’ are surely distinguish from the corresponding ‘unlengthened rhymes’ in rapid speech. So in this presentation I treat only the alternation in vowel quality
(henceforth AiVQ), and consider its phonological and grammatical environments.

1.2 Previous description of vowel alternation in the language
Dai & Li (2007) mentions that Leqi verbs show the alternation between ‘short’ and ‘long’ vowels.
The ‘short’-‘long’ pairs they listed (p.17) are as follows:

ę–ę: i–i: i–e: ei/e,i–E: e–E: a–a: O/o–O: u–u: @–@: y–y:
¯ ¯
ou–a:u
im–i:m am–a:m Om–O:m Om–u:m ¯ ¯
¯ ¯
EN–i:N aN–a:N ON–O:N uN–O:N uN–u:N @N–@:N iN–@:N
¯ ¯
¯ :t¯ Ot–u
¯ ¯
Et–i:t at–a
:t
ak–a:k uk–u:k @k–@:k ik–@:k
¯ ¯

i–e:i ei–e:i ei–a:i ui–O:i
¯
En–i:n ¯En–E:n an–a:n On–u:n
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
ap–a:p Op–u:p
eP,EP–E:P aP–a:P uP–u:P @P–@:P
¯ ¯
¯ ¯

The alternation is grammatically conditioned. Environments of ‘short’/‘long’ rhymes they enumerate
(pp.19–27) are summarized as below. (boldface and roman numbering by SH.)
Predicates:

• When a verb/adjective becomes the predicate of a sentence by itself, it is pronounced as ‘long’ (i).
• When a verbal predicate takes a cognate object, the predicate is pronounced as ‘long’ (ii), and the
object is pronounced as ‘short’.
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• When an auxiliary verb and a verb form a complex predicate, both the auxiliary verb (iii) and the
verb (iv) are pronounced as ‘long’.
• A verb followed by either pjE33 ‘perfect’ or aP31 ‘imperative’ is pronounced as ‘short’(, though the
‘short-long’ distinction seems to be gradually lost before pjE33 ).
• A (simple) predicate with a negative adverb a33 is pronounced as ‘short’.
• In a auxiliary-verb complex accompanied by negative a33 , the auxiliary is pronounced as ‘long’ (v).
Adverbials: a reduplicated adjective used adverbially is pronounced as ‘short’.
Attributives: when a reduplicated adjective is used as an attribute to a noun, only the final element of

reduplication is pronounced as ‘long’ (vi).
Complements: a verb/adjective used as a complement of a predicate is pronounced as ‘long’ (vii), except

that it is followed by pjE33 ‘perfect’.
In compounding: a verb/adjective morpheme in compound (noun) is pronounced as ‘short’.
In affixation: when an adjective is prefixed by a33 - or suﬃxed by -tse53 to derive a noun, the adjective is

pronounced as ‘short’.

1.3 Phonology and transcription
Syllable Structure C(y)(w)V(C)/QT

C=Consonant, V=Vowel, Q=Voice Quality Feature of Vowel, T=Tone
• Initial=C(y), Rhyme=(w)V(C)
Consonants

Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
Nasal

m

Stop/
unasp.
Affricate aspirated

p
ph

ts
tsh

f

s

Fricative

n

ñ

N

t
th

c
ch

k
kh

P

š

x

H

Lateral

l

Flap

r

Approximant

v

y

• v- [G](before -ë )∼[v](before other rhymes)
• Initial clusters with glide -y- my-, py-, phy-, ky-, khyVowels

Close
Mid-close
Mid-open
Open

Front Central Back
i
u
e
ë
o
Ë
O
a

• Glide -w- (realized as [-u-]) cooccurs only with i, e, a
Voice Quality Feature [−creaky] (V) vs. [+creaky] (V)

¯
• [+creaky] vowels do not cooccur with initials /ph-, tsh-, th-, ch-, kh-, f-, s-, š-, x-, H-/

Tone Falling(F)21, Low(L)22–33, High(H)44.
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2 Phonological environment of AiVQ
2.1

AiVQ rhymes

(3)
-i 1 [i]
-e 1 * [e]
-a [À]

-ap [Àp]

-it2 [It]
-et2 [et]
-at [ÀIt]

-eP [eP]
-aP * [ÀP]

-am [Àm]

-en [en]
-an [ÀIn]

-aN [ÀN]

-ë [9]
-Ë * [3]

-ëk 3 [9k]
-Ëk 3 * [3k]

-ëN 4 [9N]
-ËN4 * [3N]

-u [u–Y]
-o 7 [o]
-O 7 * [O]

-uk 5 [Uk] -uP [uP–YP]
-ok 58 [ouk] -oP [OP]
-om [Æ3m] -on [oIn]
8
-OP * [auP]

-uN 6 [UN]
-oN6 * [ouN]

-op [Æ3p] -ot [oIt]

-wi 9 [ui]
-we 9 [ue]
-wa* [uÀ]

-wit [uit]

-win* [uin]
-waN* [uÀN]

• -Xn can be AiVQ rhyme, that is, rhyme of a ‘basic’ form of the alternation.
• -Xn can be rhyme of an ‘alternate’ form corresponding to the AiVQ rhyme subscripted by the same
number as the superscript.
• -X* can be neither AiVQ rhyme, nor rhyme of a cognate (i.e. not borrowed) common noun.
Below are the examples of each alternation pattern. Lhv.,Zwa.,WB. and OWB. indicate the corresponding Lhaovo, Zaiwa, Written Burmese and Old Written Burmese forms respectively. Zaiwa forms are from
Yabu (1982), except those with (ZYYC), which are from Huáng Bù Fán (1992). WB and OWB forms put
in braces are transliterated by the system shown in the end of the handout.
1. i / e
(4) Pă-NiF / NeF
Pă-viL / veL
Pă-NiH / NeH
Pă-siF / seF

‘to be small’
‘to be far’
‘to burn’
‘to know’

Lhv. NayF ; Zwa. NeF ; WB. N`y¸ {ngay’}
Lhv. vayL; Zwa. weL; WB. ew: {we:}
Lhv. NaH
Lhv. seH ; Zwa. seH ; WB. s˘ {si}

When the initial is either palatal or with glide -y-, AiVQ usually does not occur (with a few exceptions). Let us label them as ‘Y class’.
(5) Pă-yiL / yiL ‘to laugh’ Lhv. GiF ; Zwa. wuiL; WB. r`y¸ {ray’} /yiL/
¯
Pă-kyiL / kyiL ‘to be large’ Lhv. GiL;
WB. Ùk¯: {krii:}
Pă-myiL/ myiL ‘to attain’ Lhv. myiF ;
WB. m¯ {mii} /hmiL/
¯
¯
¯
2. it / et
(6) Pă-ñitF / ñetF
Pă-šitL / šetL
Pă-pyitL / pyetL
Pă-myitF / myetF
¯
¯

‘to stay’
‘to die’
‘to give’
‘to forget’

Lhv. naF ; Zwa. ñiF ; WB. en {ne} < OWB. {niy’}
¯
Lhv. šitF ; Zwa. šiF ; WB. es {se} < OWB. {siy’}
Lhv. pyitL; Zwa. pyiL; WB. ep: {pe:} < OWB. {piy’}
Lhv. myitH ; Zwa. miH ; WB. emä {me.}
¯
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(-ai)

cf. Pă-phyetF / phyetF ‘to cut’ Lhv. phyitH ; Zwa. phyitH ; WB. RP`t¸ {phrat’}
Pă-cetF / cetF
‘to love’ Lhv. citH ; Zwa. citH ; WB. KY`c¸ {khyac’}
¯
¯
¯
¯
3. ëk / Ëk
(7) Pă-pëkF / pËkF
Pă-lëkF / lËkF
Pă-lëkF / lËkF
¯
¯
Pă-këkF / kËkF
¯
¯

Lhv. pakF ; Zwa. pikL;
WB. p`c¸ {pac’}
21
55
Lhv. lakF ; Zwa.(ZYYC) lik (k@ )
¯
Lhv. lakH
¯
Lhv. kakH
¯

‘to shoot’
‘to weigh’
‘to mix; to be dirty’
‘to wrap’

4. ëN / ËN
(8) Pă-myëNF / myËNF
Pă-šëNL / šËNL
Pă-NëNH / NËNH
¯
¯
Pă-pyëNH / pyËNH

‘to howl, sing’
‘to be long’
‘to be fed up’
‘to be full’

5. uk / ok
(9) Pă-yukF / yokF
Pă-kyukF / kyokF
Pă-kyukF / kyoukF
¯
¯¯
Pă-šokF / šukF

‘to grow’
‘to fear’
‘to dry (vt.)’
‘to drink’

Lhv. yaukF; Zwa. yuPL
¯
Lhv. kyaukF ; Zwa. kyuPL;
WB. eÙkAk¸ {krok’}
55
Lhv. kyaukH ; Zwa.(ZYYC) kjuP ; WB. eRKAk¸ {khrok’}
¯¯
¯
Lhv. šaukH ; Zwa. šuPH ;
WB. esAk¸ {sok’}

6. uN / oN
(10) Pă-luNF / loNF
Pă-PuNL / PoNL
Pă-PuNH / PoNH
Pă-thuNH / thoNH

‘to be hot’
‘to succeed’
‘to sell’
‘to pound’

Lhv. lauNF
Lhv. PauNF ; Zwa. PuNF ; WB. eaAN¸ {@ong’}
Lhv. PauNL; Zwa. PuNL; WB. erAN¸: {rong’:}
Lhv. thauNL; Zwa. thuNL; WB. eTAN¸: {thong’:}

7. o / O
(11) Pă-loF / lOF
Pă-tsoL/ tsOL
Pă-yoH / yOH
Pă-voF / vOF

‘to come’
‘to eat’
‘to get’
‘to rain’

8. ok / OP
(12) Pă-NokF / NOPF
Pă-chokL / chOPL

Lhv. myaNF ; Zwa.(ZYYC) mjiN51 ; WB. Rm`F¸ {mraN˜’}
Lhv. xaNF ; Zwa. xiNF ;
WB. rH`F¸ {rhaN˜’}
¯
55
Lhv. NaNL; Zwa.(ZYYC) NÈN
¯
Lhv. pyaNH ; Zwa. pyiNH ;
WB. Rp`F¸ä {praN˜’.}

Lhv. loF ; Zwa. loF ; WB. lA {laa}
Lhv. tsoL; Zwa. tsoL; WB. cA: {caa:}
Lhv. GoH ; Zwa. woH ; WB. r` {ra}
Lhv. voF ; Zwa. woF ; WB. rWA {rwaa}

Zwa. NauF ; WB. Nui {ngui}
Zwa. chuiL; WB. KYái {khyui}
< OWB. {khyuiw’}
Pă-khyokH / khyOPH ‘to break (vt.)’ Lhv. khyukH ; Zwa. khyuiL; WB. KYái: {khyui:}
Pă-thokH / thOPH ‘to touch’
Lhv. thukH ; Zwa. thauH ; WB. tui. {tui.}
‘to weep’
‘to be sweet’

Lhv. NukF ;
Lhv. chukF ;

9. wi / we
(13) Pă-pwiH / pweH ‘to happen; become’ Lhv. pøH
Pă-NwiH / NweH ‘to be sleepy’
Lhv. NøH
¯

2.2 Question: do AiVQ rhymes constitute natural class?
From the viewpoint of modern Lacid:
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(14)

AiVQ rhymes

non-AiVQ rhymes

open rhymes -i (with non-Y class initials), -o, -wi -i (with Y class initials), -ë, -u, -e, -a -we

-k
-N
closed -t
rhymes -n
-p
-m
-P

-ëk, -uk, -ok
-ëN, -uN
-it

-aN
-et, -at, -ot
-en, -an, -on
-ap, -op
-am, -om
-uP, -oP

Hypothesis 1: ‘Closed AiVQ rhymes are i/ë/u/o + -k/N/t.’
→ A counterexample -ot exists, and it does not make a natural class. (-t/-n show asymmetry.)
From the viewpoint of PLB

(PLB forms are based on Matisoﬀ(2003), related to Lacid forms via WB forms.)
(15)

AiVQ rhymes

non-AiVQ rhymes

-i (<*-i/*-ay, with Lcd. non-Y class),
-o <*-a/*-wa, -wi (<?)
*-y -it(<*-@y)
*-w -ok (<*-@w)
*-k -ëk (<*-ik), -uk (<*-uk)
closed *-N -ëN(<*-iN), -uN(<*-uN)
rhymes *-t
*-n
*-p
*-m
open rhymes

-i (<*-i/*-ay, with Lcd. Y class), -ë (<*-w@y),
-u(<*-u), -e (<?), -a(<?), -we (<?)

-uP (<*-wak), -oP (<*-ak)
-aN(<*-aN/*-waN)
-et, -at, -ot
-en, -an, -on
-ap, -op
-am, -om

Hypothesis 2: ‘Closed AiVQ rhymes are those corresponding to PLB *i/@/u + *-k/N/y/w.’
→ A little more natural than hypothesis 1.
As for open rhymes, there still remain the following puzzles.
• -uP (<PLB *-wak), -oP (<PLB *-ak), -aN(<PLB *-aN/*-waN) are non-AiVQ rhymes,
but -o (<PLB *-a/*-wa) is an AiVQ rhyme.
• -uk (<PLB *-uk), -uN(<PLB *-uN) are AiVQ rhymes,
but -u (<PLB *-u) is a non-AiVQ rhyme.
And we still must refer the modern Lacid context, that is, whether the initial belongs to Y class or not.

3 Grammatical environment of AiVQ
3.1

Comparison to Lhaovo tonal alternation

Lhaovo tonal alternation (Sawada(2005) etc.)

(16) Patterns: F→L; L→H; H→H (vacuous)
Environments:
1. in the final syllable of verb(+auxiliary) which stands as the predicate of positive Realis
(Informative) sentences (Realis environment: (i),(ii),(iv),(vii) in p.2.)
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2. in the final syllable of verb(+auxiliary) which stands as the predicate of attributive clauses, or
in the nominal head of attributive phrases (Attrı́butive environment: (vi) in p.2.)
3. in each final syllable of all but the last verb constituting a verb concatenation (Conjunctive
environment: (iii),(v) in p.2.)
4. before instrumental case-marker (Instrumental environment).
Lacid AiVQ occurs in the environments 1.-3. above.
Realis environment

(17)

Lhaovo

Lacid

ReaLiS(-positive)
naL
(raH)
(Realis-)NEGative
mă-naF
IrReaLis
<mă->naF -neNH
IMPerative
naF
(HaPF)
Negative-IMPerative
tă-naF
HORTative
naF -laNL
OPTative
<mă->naF -šoNL

ñetF
(taL)
Pă-ñitF
<Pă->ñitF-HaPH
ñitF
(HePH)
Pă-ñitF-caH
ñitF-šaNH
ñitF-păcaH

‘(He) stays.’
‘(He) does not stay.’
‘(he) will <not> stay.’
‘Stay!’
‘Don’t stay!’
‘Let’s stay!’
‘May <not> (he) stay!’

• Realis environment is indicated by (R) in glosses of the examples below.
Attributive environment ((A) in glosses.)

• naF ‘stay’ > ‘naL
• ñitF ‘stay’ > ñetF

(18) Lhv. yaNFguNL-meNF naL PauL-reF mauH kyayF laukL .
Lcd. yaNLguNF-moL ñetF yoPF-riL moH kyeF myOL .
Yangon-loc

stay(A) time-acc

job

very

many(R)

‘When (I) lived in Yangon, I have a lot of jobs.’
(19) Lhv. NoF(-HaF) yoNL chĕ-khyoH mă-loL
Lcd. NoF
ñaNL xitL-khyoL Pă-lOF
I(-top)

he

here-all

ruF paL .
tsiF seF .

not-come(A) nmzr know(R)

• loF ‘come’ > loL
• loF ‘come’ > lOF

‘I know that he did not come here.’
(20) Lhv. PăñiHnePH cøH*-loL-raH
¯
Lcd. PăñiHnabF cuH*-lOF-taL
yesterday

kyauNL-suL-pyuF tă-yaukF
kyuNL-soH-suL
tă-yukF

arrive(&)-come(A)-linker road-walk-person

one-cl:human

‘A traveler who arrived yesterday.’
• In Lhv., * indicates that TA applied vacuously.
In Lcd., * indicates that it is a non-AiVQ rhymes put in the grammatical environment of AiVQ.
Conjunctive environment ((&) in glosses.)

(21) Lhv. yamF pyoPL-kyoH*-loH-vaH . • pyoPF ‘collapse’ > pyoPL; kyoH ‘fall’
¯
Lcd. yomL pyoPF*-kyOH-loH-pyeL . • pyoPF ‘collapse’; kyoH ‘fall’ > kyOH
¯
house
collapse(&)-fall(&)-go-rlzn
‘The house has collapsed.’
(22) Lhv. yoNL chĕ-khyoF mă-GoH*-liH-kaL kyoH-kePH . • kyoL ‘hear’ > kyoH
¯
Lcd. ñaNL xitL-khyoL Pă-yoH*-riH-kaL kyOL-katF .
• kyoL ‘hear’ > kyOL
¯
¯
he
here-all
not-get(&)-come-quot hear(&)-put.in(R)
‘(I) heard that he could not come here.’
(23) Lhv. tuNHpaukH NePH-GĕreL
mă-paL-kyoL . • paF ‘know’ > paL
¯
¯
¯
¯
Lcd. sokHpukF NapF-lokFHePH Pă-seF-kyoL . • siF ‘know’ > seF
¯
book ¯
read-though
not-know(&)-hear
‘Though (I) read the book, (I) did not understand.’
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3.2 Positing abstract elements triggering alternation
In the analysis of Lhaovo tonal alternation in Sawada (2005), I posited the abstract element TA which
triggers tonal alternation and functions as grammtical markers (as well as zero-sentence markers for realisnegative and imperative sentences). I analyze AiVQ in Lacid in the same fashion, positing the abstract
element VA.
(17’)

Lhaovo
RLS
naF -TA (raH)
NEG mă-naF -φ
IRL
naF-neNH
IMP
naF -φ
(HaPF)
NIMP tă-naF -φ
OPT
naF-šoNL

Lacid
ñitF -VA
(taL)
Pă-ñitF -φ
ñitF-HaPH
ñitF -φ
(HePH)
Pă-ñitF-caH
ñitF-păcaH

‘(He) stays.’
‘(He) does not stay.’
‘(he) will stay.’
‘Stay!’
‘Don’t stay!’
‘May <not> (he) stay!’

• Lacid auxiliaries such as -koH ‘plural subject’, -pyeL ‘realization’, -shiH ‘still’ come between the
verb and Realis marker (=VA) as the corresponding Lhaovo auxiliaries do. Therefore, AiVQ never occurs
before auxiliaries.
(19’)

Lhv. NoF(-HaF) yoNL chĕ-khyoH mă-loF-φ-TA
Lcd. NoF
ñaNL xitL-khyoL Pă-loF-φ-VA
I(-top)

he

here-all

ruF paF-TA .
tsiF siF-VA .

not-come-neg-attr nmzr know-rls

‘I know that he did not come here.’
(18’)

Lhv. yaNFguNL-meNF naF-TA-TA PauL-reF mauH kyayF laukF-TA .
Lcd. yaNLguNF-moL ñitF-VA-VA yoPF-riL moH kyeF myoL-VA .
pn-loc

stay-rls-attr

time-acc

job

very

many-rls

‘When (I) lived in Yangon, I have a lot of jobs.’
• The eﬀects of Lhaovo TAs cannot be accumulated. (Sawada(2006)) The same thing also applies to
Lacid VAs.
(22’)

Lhv. yoNL chĕ-khyoF mă-GoH-TA-liH-φ-kaL kyoH-TA-kePH-TA .
¯
Lcd. ñaNL xitL-khyoL Pă-yoH-VA-riH-φ-kaL kyOL-VA-katF-VA .
¯
¯
he
here-all
not-get-&-come-neg-quot hear-&-put.in-rls
‘(I) heard that he could not come here.’

3.3

Question: What is the sources of abstract elements TA/VA?

Dai&Li (2007) argues that Leqi ‘long’ vowels were introduced as means of compensating the loss of
verbal aﬃxes (pp.27–28).
I also think that the common source(s) of TA/VA is/are the lost grammatical form(s), which existed in
the stage of their proto language (i.e. proto-Lhaovo-Lacid).
• Shown in 3.1, the environments of the alternations can be reduced to three, (except for idiosyncratic
one of instrumental case-marker in Lhaovo), which suggests that the number of lost grammatical
form (e.g., aﬃxes) as possibles sources of TA/VA could also be reduced to three at most. There
might be homophonous sources (or merely a single source) .
cf. WB.Ż /PiC/ < OWB. ęa¸ {e@’} ‘(positive-)realis’, ‘genitive’
• Patterns of Lhaovo tonal alternation suggest that the form(s) might have had the tone of highest
pitch. (Roughly speaking, TA ‘raises’ the pitch of preceding syllable.)
• Patterns of Lacid AiVQ suggest that form(s) might have had a relatively wide aperture. (VA at least
increases the aperture of vowel of preceding AiVQ rhyme.)
7

• The problem of this approach might be that we must allow VA to aﬀect the vowel of closed rhymes
across their final consonants.

Abbreviations
& . . . Coordinator of verbs
acc . . . Case marker: Accusative
all . . . Case marker: Allative
attr . . . Marker of Attributive element
cl . . . Classifier noun

loc . . . Case marker: Locative
neg . . . Sentence marker: Negative
Realis Informative
nmzr . . . Nominalizer
pn . . . Proper noun

quot . . . Quotation marker
rls . . . Sentence marker: Positive
Realis Informative
rlzn . . . Auxiliary: Realization
top . . . Topic Indicator
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Appendix: Sawada’s Burmese transliteration system
Consonant letters and symbols
{k} k` {kh} K`
{c} c`

{g} g`

{ch} C` {j} j`

{T} q` {Th}Q`

Vowel letters and symbols

{gh} G` {ng}N`

{i} ć {u} ď
{-a} ß

{jh} J` {N˜}F` / {n˜} f`

{D}z` {Dh}Z`

{-i} ß˘

{ii} č {uu} ě {e} ę

{N} x`

{-aa} ß A {-ii} ß¯
{t} t` {th} T` {d} d`

{dh} D`

{p} p`

{bh} B` {m} m`

{ph} P`

{b} b`

{-u} ßu
{o} ğ

{-uu}ßU {-e}e ß {-o} e ß A

{n} n`

{-o’}e ß A’
Symbols participating in rhyme notation
rhyme symbols

{y} y` {r} r`

{l} l` {w} w`

{-y}ßY` {-r} Rß

{-w} ßW`

{-Y} ß˛

{s} s` {h} h` {L} L`

{@} a

superscript letter

tone marks
Creaky

{-h} ßH`

{ngˆ}ßŢ
8

vowel killer

Heavy

{-M} ß˙ {-.} ßä {-:} ß: {-’} ß¸

